
Three-Dimensional Distance FieldMetamorphosisDaniel Cohen-Or, David Levin and Amira SolomoviciSchool of Mathematical SciencesTel-Aviv University, Ramat-Aviv 69978, IsraelAbstractGiven two or more objects of general topology, intermediate objectsare constructed by a distance �eld metamorphosis. In the presentedmethod the interpolation of the distance �eld is guided by a warpfunction which is controlled by a set of corresponding anchor points.Some rules for de�ning a smooth least-distorting warp functionare given. To reduce the distortion of the intermediate shapes, thewarp function is decomposed into a rigid rotational part and an elasticpart. The distance �eld interpolation method is modi�ed so that theinterpolation is done in correlation with the warp function.The method provides the animator with a technique, which can beused to create a set of models forming a smooth transition betweenpairs of a given sequence of keyframe models. The advantage of thenew approach is that it is capable of morphing between objects havinga di�erent topological genus, and where no correspondence betweenthe geometric primitives of the models needs to be established. Thedesired correspondence is de�ned by an animator in terms of a rela-tively small number of anchor points.
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1 IntroductionSurface metamorphosis is the continuous evolution of a surface from a sourcesurface, through intermediate surfaces, into a target surface. This object-space process of generating intermediate 3D models is to be distinguishedfrom image-space metamorphosis [4, 35]. Figure 1 shows a sequence of imagesfrom an animation movie showing a metamorphosis of a source 3D model (onthe upper left) into a target 3D model (on the bottom right). Note that thecamera roams slightly during the animation and the model casts a shadowthat evolves according to the shape of the 3D model. Such view-dependente�ects are impossible with image-space metamorphosis.This paper describes a method that allows the user to create a series ofobjects which forms a smooth transition in-between keyframe objects. Themethod presented is explicitly designed for surfaces of solid objects, thatis, the boundary, in any dimension, between the inside of the solid and theoutside. However, the method is presented for the metamorphosis of surfacesof 3D solid objects.The problem of blending two surfaces, even polyhedral ones, is not simple.In order to blend two polyhedral models, most techniques require establish-ing a full correspondence between their structures [18]. However, a corre-spondence alone does not guarantee a smooth transition from the sourcemodel to the target model, and the vertices' paths have to avoid troublesomesituations such as self-intersections. Two-dimensional shape blending tech-niques that deal with the vertices' path problem are not easy to extend to3D ones [12, 29, 31, 33]. Another class of methods, the image metamorpho-sis techniques [4, 35], has rather straightforward extensions to voxel-space[15, 13, 21]. However, the exact location of the surface of the voxel-basedintermediate objects is not explicitly de�ned.The problem of 2D shape blending can also be considered as one of bodyreconstruction from cross-sections [30]. Some of the reconstruction methodsuse bivariate interpolation after �nding a correspondence between the con-tours of the cross-sections. When the cross-sections are not dense, they mayexhibit signi�cant di�erences in the geometry and topology of the boundarycontours. A method that easily handles that issue is the Distance Field In-terpolation (DFI) presented and analyzed in [22]. DFI is a general set-valuedinterpolation method for the reconstruction of an n-dimensional model froma sequence of its (n�1)-dimensional cross-sections. It uses a univariate inter-polation of the distance �eld, and performs well for cross-sections of di�erent2



Figure 1: 3D morphing between a cow and a tiger. Note that the cameraroams during the animation and the model casts a shadow that evolves ac-cording to the shape of the 3D model.3



topological genus in any dimension. The DFI method has been adaptedsuccessfully in biomedical reconstruction applications [14].The metamorphosis presented in this paper is based on the DFI method.However, it is extended in the sense that the interpolation, and thus theblended surface, follows a warp transformation guided by means of a user-de�ned control. The control is de�ned by a point-to-point correspondencebetween prescribed anchor points on the given intermediate object. To avoidlarge deviations of the in-between shapes from the two original shapes, wedecomposed the warp transformation W into a rigid (rotation and trans-lation) transformation and an elastic transformation, which are separatelyinterpolated. The rigid-elastic decomposition of the warp function, and itsparticular interpolation are so chosen to minimize the distortion of the in-termediate surfaces. The rigid transformation is used to rotate and translatethe source object to match the coarse features of the target object, while the�ner features of the object are evolved by the elastic part. In [8] we haveshown how these principles can be applied to surface reconstruction from 2Dcross-sections.In Section 2 we present the di�erent terms used in the �eld of morphing,and survey related work. Section 3 describes the DFI method. The warpfunction, its decomposition and parameterization, are introduced in Section4. In Sections 5 and 6 we describe some implementation details and discussthe results in Section 7. We conclude with a summary in Section 8.2 Background - from Warps to Metamorpho-sisThe problem of transition from one geometrical model to another can beformally stated as follows: Given two models, a source S and a target T ,construct a set of transformations fWt j t 2 [0; 1]g, such that W0 = I is theidentity transformation, i.e., W0(S) = S, while W1(S) = T . Intermediatemodels or in-between \blends" of S and T are de�ned by Wt(S), t 2 (0; 1).It is important to distinguish between methods operating on a discreterepresentation, where the transformation is applied to the pixels of an image[4, 20, 35] (image-based methods), or to a voxel representation [13, 15, 21],and methods operating on a combinatorial representation (e.g., polygons andpolyhedra), [12, 18, 29, 31, 33, 16]. 4



Figure 2: The image-based morphing process.5



The term morphing is used for all methods which gradually and con-tinuously deform S into T , while producing the in-between models. Themorphing process is usually composed of warping and interpolation. Sincemorphing involves two objects, we perform the warping operation �rst, toobtain an approximated alignment so that the two shapes will be relativelysimilar, and then we blend the two warped objects into one. This interpola-tion process in image-based techniques is often referred to as cross-dissolving,where the values of corresponding pixels are blended, yielding the e�ect offading-in of the target image with a fade-out of the source image. Figure 2illustrates the image-based morphing, where cross-dissolving is used to blendthe gray-level values of corresponding pixels.Warping can be generally described as a mapping or a transformationwhich can be applied either in image space [1, 26, 35] or object space [28, 34,6]. This mapping essentially distorts the object it is applied to, according tosome predetermined constraints, which are usually speci�ed by the user. Suchuser control over the warping is crucial in obtaining satisfactory results, andcan be achieved, for instance, through specifying a predetermined mappingfor a set of points (point-to-point correspondence).It is important to point out that, in practice, warping (and hence morph-ing) requires a good level of user speci�cation to achieve the desired results.All forms of speci�cation (e.g., point-to-point correspondence) are based onthe idea of de�ning the transformation by manipulating only a �nite andhopefully small, number of parameters. From these speci�cations, mathe-matical techniques should be used to compute the transformation for anypoint in the warping domain.Shape-blending algorithms usually refer to techniques operating on a com-binatorial representation. Most of the work done here has dealt with polyg-onal or polyhedral objects [18, 29, 31, 33, 24, 19, 9, 10, 6, 16]. The generalmethod of these algorithms is to displace the vertices, edges and faces ofS over time to coincide in position with the vertices, edges and faces ofT . This usually requires solving the vertex correspondence problem, whichdetermines which vertex travels to which vertex during the deformation pro-cess. However, establishing suitable correspondence is di�cult, and does notguarantee good behavior of the intermediate models. In addition, a shapeblending technique needs to control the vertex paths, i.e., the paths alongwhich the vertices travel between their corresponding positions, to avoidself-intersections or major changes in intrinsic geometric properties, such asangles and lengths [12, 18, 29, 31, 33].6



Research e�ort in the metamorphosis �eld initially focused on the 2Dproblem. For 2D polygonal shapes, Sederberg and Greenwood [30] proposed asolution to the vertex correspondence problem, while the vertex path problemwas dealt with in [29]. Other 2D algorithms which deal with the vertexpath of polygonal shapes were proposed by Shapira and Rappoport [31] whoused a connecting skeleton to control the interior of the shape as well as itsboundary, and by Goldstein and Gotsman [12] who used a multiresolutionrepresentation of simple polygons. As for image space techniques, Beier andNeely [4] suggested an algorithm based on �elds of inuence surrounding two-dimensional control primitives. A treatise of image warping methods can befound in Wolberg's book [35].Less work has been done in 3D morphing. Chen and Parent [7] briey ad-dressed an extension of a transformation for piecewise linear 2D contours to3D objects represented by a set of planar contours. Another shape transfor-mation algorithm was proposed by Kent et al. [18], where the correspondenceproblem for polyhedral objects was solved by merging their topological struc-tures (see also [16]). Kaul and Rossignac [17] computed the Minkowski sumof scaled versions of the models, and then used it to obtain a smooth transi-tion between the models. Lerios et al. [21] extended the work of Beier andNeely [4] where �elds of inuence of three-dimensional primitives were usedto warp a voxel-space. The voxel-based model was then rendered by volumerendering techniques.Recently, Sun et al. [33] presented a solution to the vertex path problemof polyhedral models, which is an extension of the intrinsic shape transfor-mation scheme suggested in [29] for 2D polygons. Rather than considering apolyhedron as a set of independent vertices or faces, their algorithm treats apolyhedron as a graph representing the interrelation between vertices, whereintrinsic shape parameters, such as dihedral angles and edge lengths, are usedfor interpolation.Other 3D metamorphosis algorithms deal with sampled or volumetricrepresentation of the objects. Hughes [15] proposed transforming the objectinto the Fourier domain, and then interpolating the low-frequencies over timewhile the high-frequencies are slowly added in, thus minimizing the objectdistortion caused by its high-frequency components. A method which usesthe wavelet transform instead of the Fourier transform, was proposed byHe et al. [13]. This method enables a more accurate transition of the iso-surfaces, due to the better localization of the wavelet transform in the spatialdomain. 7



Payne and Toga [25] a distance-�eld volumetric representation of 3Dbiomedical objects. Their technique consists of cross-dissolving the distancevalues of each voxel and then reconstructing the intermediate surfaces out ofthe intermediate distance-�eld. However, no warping or correspondence wasestablished between the source and the target object. This lack of controlover the morphing process often yields poor results. We present a methodthat uses the distance-�eld volumetric representation of 3-dimensional ob-jects, but in addition, establishes a point-to-point warp function between thetwo models, that can be seen as a way of enforcing topological correspondenceand geometrical properties.3 Distance Field InterpolationReconstruction of 3D objects from cross-sections is of major importance inmany applications, particularly in biomedical imaging. One class of recon-struction methods builds a polygonal surface by assuming the cross-sectionsconsist of closed polygonal contours [3]. Another class of methods uses avolumetric approach. The entire volume (3D voxel array) is reconstructedfrom the gray levels of the cross-sections. The missing data is reconstructedby some interpolation of the gray values of the cross-sections. The surface isthen de�ned and reconstructed by iso-surfacing methods. These methods donot yield smooth spatial transformations, as can be seen in Figure 3. Fig-ure 3(a) shows that sections of the source object dissolve instead of spatiallytransforming into the target object, as in Figure 3(c).The method of DFI presented in [22] achieves better reconstruction of thesurface by interpolating distance values rather than gray values. This methodhas been successfully adapted in biomedical reconstruction applications (seee.g. [14], [25]).The DFI method can be described in terms of n-dimensional surface re-construction from (n�1)-dimensional cross-sections (n > 1). Consider a solidobject 
 � IRn, discretized or not. Given a �nite set of (n� 1)-dimensionalcross-sections of the object,
tj = fx = (x1; : : : ; xn�1) j (x1; : : : ; xn�1; tj) 2 
g ; t0 < t1 : : : < tM ; (1)we would like to reconstruct 
. Throughout the paper we use lower indicesfor numbering entities and upper indices to denote the components of a8



(a)
(b)
(c)Figure 3: Comparing gray-level interpolation with warping to the DFI withwarping. (a) Results of the gray-level interpolation before thresholding, and(b) after thresholding. (c) Results of the DFI technique. Note the disconti-nuity between the third and the fourth objects in (b).9



vector. Let us de�ne the signed distance �elds at the levels t0; t1 : : : tM . Forx = (x1 : : : xn�1)Dtj(x) = ( �dist(x; @
tj) if x 2 
tjdist(x; @
tj) otherwise , (2)where @
tj denotes the boundary of 
tj , and dist denotes the Euclideandistance in IRn�1. Now, using univariate interpolation (with respect to theparameter t) we interpolate, between the cross-sections, the distance valuesof points having the same �rst n � 1 coordinates. The resulting interpolantapproximates the n� 1 Euclidean distance between y = (x1; : : : ; xn�1; t) and@
t = @
 jyn=t.Once this approximated distance �eld is available, the surface of the ob-ject can be determined by the zero points of the distance �eld, or, in thediscretized version, by the boundary between the positive and negative val-ued lattice points, while the volume itself (its interior) is de�ned as the setof all negative valued points.Formally, the DFI method de�nes an approximated domain e
 � 
 asfollows: For y = (x1; : : : ; xn�1; t) we �rst de�ne the interpolant dx(t) (x =(x1 : : : xn�1)) by univariate interpolation of the values fDtj (x)gMj=0. Now,e
 = fy j dx(t) � 0 g : (3)For more details on the choice of the interpolation method, and for ap-proximation rate analysis, see [22].Clearly, this method can be used for morphing, where the problem ofmatching and interpolating the deformations of (n � 1)-dimensional objectscan be viewed as an n-dimensional shape reconstruction. The DFI methodworks well provided that \corresponding parts" of the two objects are prop-erly aligned. Otherwise, some parts may unexpectedly disappear and reap-pear. The approach taken in this work to overcome this restriction is thecombination of DFI with a proper warp transformation.4 Warp-Guided DFI MorphingLet us consider for simplicity the blending of two objects, S = 
0 and T = 
1.DFI gives us a method of blending by interpolating (linearly) the distancefunctions D0 andD1, as described in Section 3. We call this blending process,10



no-warp DFI blending. No-warp DFI blending is quite restricted, and mayproduce unsatisfactory results (see the example in Figure 4). To demonstratethis, consider the case when T is just a rotation of S, and S is just a thinrod. No-warp DFI blending at t = 12 gives either a very small object, oran empty object, which is not the naturally-expected result. On the otherhand, no-warp DFI blending works nicely if S is a thin rod and T is just therod S without its middle third.Consider now the possibility that T is obtained by a deformation (warp)of S, i.e., T = W1(S). Further, let us assume that T gradually evolvesfrom S, through a continuum of objects Wt(S), where fWtgt2[0;1] are smoothtransformations, smoothly changing with t, and W0 � I is the identitytransformation. In such a case the blending can be de�ned by the warpitself; this is pure-warp blending. Pure-warp blending is quite restricted, asit does not allow changes in the genus of the objects.We now hybridize the two di�erent methods into a more powerful tool[4, 20]. The �rst step of the hybrid method is to �nd a smooth warp fWtgt2[0;1]such that W1(S) � T in some chosen sense. Then the DFI method is applied,now guided by the warp fWtg. Note that the warp operates in IRn�1 and theinterpolation of the distance �eld is performed along the n � th dimension.As stated above, we �rst �nd a smooth warp fWtgt2[0;1] such that W1(
0)approximates 
1 as well as possible. In addition, we use the two signeddistance functions D0 and D1 as de�ned by Eq. (2). For x = (x1; : : : ; xn�1)we then interpolate the values D0(W0(x)) and D1(W1(x)) with respect tothe parameter t, denoting the interpolant dx(t). The approximated domaine
 de�ned by the hybrid warped DFI procedure ise
 = fy = (Wt(x); t) j dx(t) � 0 g : (4)4.1 Obtaining the Approximated Warp WtWe de�ne the warp Wt so that N points fp0;igNi=1 in the source domain aremapped to corresponding points fp1;igNi=1 in the target domain. Later werefer to these points as anchor points. The warp is to be determined so thatW1(p0;i) = p1;i ; 1 � i � N : (5)The warp function maps the source (level zero) anchor points to their corre-sponding target (level one) points, while other points in the source domain11



(a) (b)Figure 4: Comparing the morphing results using the DFI method. (a) With-out any warp, and (b) using a proper warp. The objects are de�ned by thewhite contours. 12



(a) (b)Figure 5: The rigid part minimizes the work of the elastic part. (a) Theblending with the rigid transformation, and (b), without it.comply with those constraints. De�ning the warp by anchor points is at-tractive because it is a concept naturally applicable in any dimension. Fromthe user's point of view, this method is intuitive and very easy to handle. Italso has the advantage of being robust and very stable in the sense that theresults are not very sensitive to small perturbations in the anchor points.We now de�ne the warp transformation based on anchor points, startingwith the case n = 3, i.e., the cross-sections are in IR2. To achieve least dis-tortion of the in-between objects, the warp transformation Wt is decomposedinto a rigid part and an elastic part. To explain the motivation here, let usview a very simple case: Consider the blending of two objects in IR2, S = 
0and T = 
1, where T = R�S and R� is a rotation in angle �. There aretwo obvious options for de�ning a warp Wt. One is the linear interpolationwarp Wt = (1 � t)I + tR�. The other is the linear rotation warp Wt = Rt�.Both warps vary smoothly from the identity I at t = 0 to R� at t = 1.However, the second option is the preferable one since it is an isometry forany t, i.e., non-distorting. Now consider the case where T is obtained fromS by a rotation R�, a translation c, and an elastic transformation E, i.e.,T = E(R�S + c). In the following we will choose the rotation R� and thetranslation c so that E is as close as possible to I, in some sense (see Figure5). The warp Wt is then de�ned byWt(x) = ((1 � t)I + tE)(Rt�x+ tc) ; x 2 IR2 : (6)13



We will describe how to obtain the rotation, the translation and the elastictransformation, and will consider the main case n = 4, namely, the morphingof 3D objects.4.2 The Rigid Transformation in IR3To start with, we are given two ordered lists of points which, taken together,de�ne pairs of anchor points in IR3, fp0;igNi=1 and fp1;igNi=1. The rigid part ofthe transformation is de�ned by the rotation R and the translation c, whichminimize Q = NXi=1 kRp0;i + c� p1;ik2 ; (7)where k�k is the Euclidean norm on IR3. Imagine that the transformed pointsfRp0;i + cg are connected by identical elastic springs to the correspondingpoints fp1;ig. The form Q represents the elastic energy of this system, andthe rigid transformation which minimizes Q, brings 
0 to an equilibriumposition in the springs' system.The above least-squares �tting problem of the two sets of anchor pointsin IR3 is solved using an explicit algorithm, which involves the singular valuedecomposition (SVD) of a 3 � 3 matrix [2]. As a result, we obtain a 3 � 3rotation matrix R and a translation vector c. In order to interpolate therotation de�ned by the matrix R, we use the Quaternion approach [32], thusobtaining the intermediate rotation matrices Rt, for t 2 (0; 1).Finally, the warp transformation in the 3D case is de�ned byWt(x) = ((1� t)I + tE)(Rtx+ tc) ; x 2 IR3 : (8)4.3 The Elastic Warp in IR3Once we have computed the rigid transformation, we move on to calculatingthe elastic transformation. In accordance with Equations (6) and (9), welook for a transformation E, in general, a non-linear transformation, E :IR3 ! IR3, such thatE(Rp0;i + c) = p1;i ; 1 � i � N : (9)14



This is a multivariate scattered data interpolation problem, which we sug-gest solving by using Radial Basis Functions, abbreviated RBF [11, 1]. In IR3this means solving three interpolation problems in IR3, for each componentof the vector equation (9).Radial basis functions have proven to be an e�ective tool in multivariateinterpolation problems of scattered data. Given scattered points fxig �IRd and corresponding data values fFig � IR, we look for an interpolatoryfunction S(x) of the formS(x) = NXi=1 aig (k x� xi k) ; (10)such that S(xi) = Fi ; 1 � i � N . Here k � k denotes the usual Euclideannorm on IRd and g : IR+ ! IR. A function of this form is usually referred to asa pure radial sum. Using radial functions reects the fact that the scattereddata has no preferred orientation [11]. Other multivariate approximations,generalizing the univariate splines, use augmented radial sums, where thesum in Eq. (10) is augmented by a low degree polynomial. Our discussion ismainly concerned with the 3-dimensional case (d = 3). We de�ne the elastictransformation E : IR3 ! IR3 as:E(q) = Z(q) + L(q) (11)where L is an a�ne transformation and Z is of the form:Z(q) = (S1(q); S2(q); S3(q)) (12)where Sk(q) = PNi=1 aki g(kq � qik) , for 1 � k � 3, q = (q1; q2; q3)T 2 IR3,g : IR+ ! IR is a univariate function, and fqig for i = 1; 2; : : : ; N are thesource anchor points after the rigid transformation has been applied to them.The above de�nition of the transformation E includes a linear part L.This linear part is added because pure radial sums may yield poor approxi-mation of the transformation for points away from the anchor points. More-over, the linear part is natural here since we would like to exactly reconstructthose transformations E which are a�ne, and especially the identity trans-formation.A proper choice of g is also important. Choosing g as a function witha fast decay, for example, the Gaussian g(r) = exp(�r2=�2) with a small�, results in a �ner local inuence of the radial part, which can be used15



(a) (b)(c) (d)Figure 6: The di�erent e�ects when using a g function with a fast decay(Figure (c)) and with a global e�ect (Figure (d)). The source and targetanchor points are shown in Figures (a) and (b), respectively.to obtain di�erent e�ects for various parts of the object. Other choices areg(r) = r2 log(r) in IR2 and g(r) = r3 in IR3, which have global e�ect [11, 26].The di�erent e�ects in IR2 are demonstrated in Figure 6. In the following wedescribe the computation of the elastic warp in IR3.After computing the rigid part, namely, the rotation R and the trans-lation c, the elastic mapping E is de�ned by the following N interpolationconditions: E(Rp0;i + c) � E(qi) = p1;i � yi ; i = 1; : : : ; N; (13)where qi = (q1i ; q2i ; q3i )T , and yi = (y1i ; y2i ; y3i )T . This interpolation problem isalways solvable if we use an augmented radial approximation (with a properlychosen g) of the formE(q) = NXi=1 aig (kq � qik) +Aq + �4; (14)where A = (�1; �2; �3)T , ai 2 IR3, 1 � i � N , �` = (�1̀; �2̀; �3̀)T 2 IR3,1 � ` � 4. 16



Thus E is determined by N + 4 coe�cients in IR3. The computation ofthose coe�cients involves the solution of three square linear systems of sizeN+4 each, whereN conditions are derived by the interpolation requirements,as de�ned in (13), and the additional compatibility conditions areNXi=1 aki = NXi=1 aki q1i = NXi=1 aki q2i = NXi=1 aki q3i = 0 ; k = 1; 2; 3 :These conditions guarantee that the transformation is a�ne reducible, i.e.,the transformation is purely a�ne whenever possible. The system of equa-tions for the vectors of unknowns uk = (ak1; :::; akN)T and vk = (�k1; �k2; �k3; �k4)T ,k=1,2,3, is ( Guk +Hvk = bkHTuk = 0 ; (15)where bk = (yk1 ; :::; ykN)T , G = f g(kqi� qjk) gNi;j=1 and H is an N � 4 matrixwith an i-th row fq1i ; q2i ; q3i ; 1g, 1 � i � N .Now that the warp transformation Wt is fully de�ned, the warped DFIapproximation can be obtained by applying the de�nition of Eq. (4). Inthe following section we describe the application of the method in a discretevoxel-based environment.5 The Signed 3D Distance TransformGiven a geometric object, its signed 3D distance �eld is generated by �rstrasterizing the object into a binary discrete volumetric representation. Thebinary volume, which represents the solid object, consists of binary-valuedvoxels, which are classi�ed either as feature or non-feature voxels. Featurevoxels are de�ned as those which either intersect the surface of the object orare contained within it. Assume now that the feature voxels are containedin a discrete bounding box partitioned into voxels at a certain resolution.Given a binary 3D discrete volume, the 3D distance transformation con-verts the volume into a distance �eld as de�ned in Eq. (2). We extend the2D discrete distance transform [5] to 3D. The basic idea is that the globaloperation of calculating the distances can be approximated by propagatinglocal distances. These methods are most e�cient, and are easily extended to3D. 17
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However, for our application, this basic computation of the distance trans-form needs to be extended to evaluate the distances of the feature voxels aswell as the non-feature voxels, as de�ned by Eq. (2). To match this de�ni-tion, we switch the roles of the feature and the non-feature voxels, and repeatthe distance transform to compute a second distance �eld volume, containingthe distances of the feature voxels to the nearest non-feature voxel. All thepositive distance values in the second distance �eld are negated, and the twodiscrete distance �elds are combined (by discarding the zero-valued distancesin both volumes), to yield the representation of Eq. (2).The source and the target objects to be morphed are represented as dis-crete Distance Field volumes (DF-volumes). Constructing the intermediateobject essentially requires generating its discrete DF-volume, out of whichits surface can be extracted [23].6 The Discrete Morphing ProcedureIn this section we present the morphing procedure used for generating the in-termediate DF-volume in a voxel-based representation. The formal de�nitionof the warped DFI method is given in Eq. (4). However, the implementationof this formula in a discrete environment is not straightforward, and involvesan additional discretization approximation. For clarity, let us consider theprocedure for the case of two 3D objects, S = 
0 and T = 
1.As explained in Section 2, the morphing procedure combines two simul-taneous processes: warping and cross-dissolving. The warp mapping is de-termined by the mapping of the anchor points, while the cross-dissolving isperformed by interpolating the distance values of corresponding voxels (seeFigure 8). We combine two backward mappings, as described below withrespect to Figure 9, in order to perform this process.Let D0 and D1 be the two DF-volumes of the source and the targetobjects, respectively, and let us denote the DF-volume of the desired inter-mediate object Dt . We assume that all these DF-volumes and the anchorpoints are contained within a �nite set X of IR3.Constructing the intermediate DF-volume Dt requires the evaluation ofthe correct distance value to be associated with each of the voxels at levelt. The �rst step of this process is to apply the warp transformation Wt, asde�ned in Eq. (11), to the source anchor points, in order to �nd the locationof the anchor points in the intermediate level. These points are denoted19



(a) (b) (c)Figure 8: Warp-Guided DFI. (a) The source Distance Field warped towardsthe target. (c) The target Distance Field warped towards the source. (b)The intermediate interpolated Distance Field. The contours are highlightedin white. 20
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)Figure 10: Surface reconstruction results. (a) The original Donkey (874triangles). (b) The model voxelized at a resolution of 1003 (26764 triangles) .(c) The original Iron (2600 triangles). (d) The model voxelized at a resolutionof 1003 (42482 triangles) .
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7 ResultsWe have tested the algorithm on several 3D examples, as shown in Figures1, 12 and 13. Two choices of radial basis functions for computing the elasticwarp were examined. The Gaussian function g(r) = exp(�r2=�2) is usedin Figures 12 and 13, while the g(r) = r3 basis function is used for themorphing example given in Figure 1. For more details on the choice of theradial functions, see [1]. For a comparison of run-times using radial basisfunctions transformations, see [26].Figure 10 shows two results of the voxelization and the surface recon-struction of 3D models. Note that the large number of triangles in the recon-structed surfaces depends directly on the resolution used, regardless of thecomplexity of the original object representation, and as the resolution growsthe main problem becomes the storage space consumption. However, a largenumber of redundant polygons in regions of low curvature can be removedby decimation and simpli�cation processes (e.g., [27]). Once the voxelizedDF-volume is computed, the time cost for creating an intermediate volumeis a function of the resolution, the number of anchor points and the choiceof the radial basis functions.We have implemented the 3D algorithm on an SGI R4400 machine. Us-ing an unoptimized C code, it took approximately 40 minutes to create anintermediate 2003 volume, with 20 anchor points and global supported radialfunctions. All the models seen in the examples were originally representedas polyhedra, and the voxelization was performed in a 2003 resolution. TheRayShade ray-tracer was used to render the images.Figure 1 shows a 3D morphing sequence between the surfaces of a cowand a tiger. We used g(r) = r3 as the radial function, and controlled themorphing with 18 anchor points, located on the legs, head, tail and alongthe sides of the animals.The morphing in Figure 12, between the surfaces of a Triceratops andan iron, is controlled by 16 anchor points using the Gaussian as the radialfunction with 3� = 20. Note that only the iron object has a hole.Figure 13 shows a 3D morphing sequence between two key objects thathave a di�erent number of connectivity components. The source is composedof two objects, a mushroom and an iron, while the target is a teapot. Themorphing is controlled using 11 anchor points, located on the handle of theteapot and the iron, on the spout and along the sides of the teapot. We usedthe Gaussian as the radial function with 3� = 20. It should be emphasized23



that the relative positions of these three models is identical to that shown inthe sequence, so that the rotation is performed by the rigid transformation.We visually compared the results of our algorithm with the results ofSederberg et al.[29], Shapira and Rappoport [31] and Goldstein and Gotsman[12] , on the same input. (The �rst three results were scanned from [12].)The results are given in Figure 11, where the anchor points used to createour morphing are marked on the key �gures. The thin-plate spline functiong(r) = r2 log r has been used as the radial function. It should be pointed out,that the �rst three methods treat the objects as polygons and are thus forcedto create a proper correspondence between their geometric features (e.g.,vertices), whereas our method treats the objects as (discretized) contours.That means that in our technique the representation of the two objects maydi�er and need not be restricted to polygons, since no explicit correspondencebetween the representation's features needs to be established.8 ConclusionsThe paper presents an object-space metamorphosis method between two (ormore) surfaces of solid objects with general topology, using an extendeddistance �eld interpolation. The metamorphosis of the surface is guidedby corresponding control points which de�ne a warp function. The warpfunction is decomposed into a rigid part and an elastic part in order to reducethe distortion of intermediate models. The rigid transformation serves as anapproximation to the overall warp transformation, which yields better controlover the path of the in-between shape throughout the metamorphosis.The method presented here allows an intuitive and simple manual inter-vention of the animator who can control the animation process by prescrib-ing a small number of anchor point. The advantage of this approach is thatno correspondence between the models' geometric primitives (e.g., vertices)needs to be established. Moreover, the input objects do not necessarily needsto have the same representation or the same topological genus, and can havea di�erent number of connectivity components (see [9]).Although there is no explicit de�nition of what the in-between objects24



(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)Figure 11: Comparative results of morphing algorithms. (a) Sederberg et al.(b) Shapira and Rappoport. (c) Goldstein and Gotsman. (d) DF Morphing.The anchor points are marked on the two key �gures.25



should look like, the sequence of shapes should look \natural" to the viewer.There is a variety of ideas of what the sequence of in-between objects shouldsatisfy to appear \natural". However, it is rather easy to agree that a morphsequence should satisfy the following criteria to yield a pleasing morph.� The volume and the boundary surface area of the objects should changesmoothly and monotonically.� The boundary surface of the objects should retain the smoothness ofthe original objects.� Features common to both source and target objects (e.g., head or legs),should be preserved during the process.Generally speaking, these criteria aim at treating the objects as rigidly aspossible and at avoiding redundant global and local deformations. A morphsequence satisfying the above criteria probably yields a good metamorphosis,but it still remains di�cult to obtain an objective comparison between dif-ferent sequences, resulting either from di�erent algorithms or from the samealgorithm with di�erent parameters.However, the quality of the morph is very much subject to a proper warp.That is, it works well provided that \corresponding parts" of the two objectsare properly aligned by the warp. Otherwise, some parts may unexpectedlydisappear and reappear, exactly as can happen in pure DFI (with no warp).The fact that the warp is guided by the user, is probably the weak part ofthe technique. However, a high �delity, eye-pleasing, automatic alignment ofarbitrary objects is still a major challenge.AcknowledgmentsThe authors would like to thank Pixel Inc., especially Haggai Goldfarb andBoaz Tal, for providing us with the 3D models. Special thanks to Yael Milo26



for her moral support and encouragement. Oded Cohen and Eran Rosen-berg helped us to produce the video movies. Gershon Elber and Nur Aradprovided us with many helpful comments on early drafts.
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Figure 12: 3D morphing between a Triceratops and an iron. Note that onlythe iron object has a hole. 28



Figure 13: 3D morphing between a mushroom, an iron and a teapot. Notethat the source and the target objects have a di�erent topological genus.29
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